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Abstract Quality function deployment (QFD) is a cus-

tomer-driven approach, widely used to develop or process

new product to maximize customer satisfaction. Last

researches used linear physical programming (LPP) pro-

cedure to optimize QFD; however, QFD issue involved

uncertainties, or fuzziness, which requires taking them into

account for more realistic study. In this paper, a set of

fuzzy data is used to address linguistic values parameter-

ized by triangular fuzzy numbers. Proposed integrated

approach including analytic hierarchy process (AHP),

QFD, and LPP to maximize overall customer satisfaction

under uncertain conditions and apply them in the supplier

development problem. The fuzzy AHP approach is adopted

as a powerful method to obtain the relationship between the

customer requirements and engineering characteristics

(ECs) to construct house of quality in QFD method. LPP is

used to obtain the optimal achievement level of the ECs

and subsequently the customer satisfaction level under

different degrees of uncertainty. The effectiveness of pro-

posed method will be illustrated by an example.

Keywords Quality function deployment (QFD) � Fuzzy �
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) � Linear physical

programming (LPP) � Supplier development

Introduction

The increasing global competition and cooperation and the

vertical disintegration of production activities have created

the logistical challenge of coordinating the entire supply

chain (SC) effectively, upstream to downstream activities

(Gebennini et al. 2009). Supply chain management (SCM)

integrates suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and cus-

tomers to meet final consumer needs and expectations

efficiently and effectively (Cox 1999).

Quality function deployment (QFD) was developed by

Yoji Akao in the 1960s. The basis of QFD is to obtain and

translate customer requirements into engineering charac-

teristics, and subsequently into part characteristics, process

plans, and production requirements. This paper is concen-

trated on the HOQ, which translates customer requirements

into the engineering characteristics. By better managing the

SC, companies can increase their customers’ satisfaction

and achieve sustainable business success. SC has different

levels and each level can be considered as a customer of

the previous level that should be maximized to the cus-

tomer satisfaction in each level. QFD can be used as a

useful method to translate the requirements of each level to

the ECs of the previous level. AHP method can be used as

a powerful multi-criteria tool to extract the relationships

between the requirements of each level and ECs of the

previous level. Humans are often uncertain in assigning the

evaluation scores in crisp AHP. So FAHP can capture this

difficulty. Although QFD implementation extended

recently, only a few researchers focused in the supply chain

(e.g., Zarei et al. 2011; Hassanzadeh Amin and Razmi

2009).

Satisfying customer requirement is multi-objective

optimization problem. Different optimization methods

have been applied in the field of QFD to maximize
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customer satisfaction. Mathematical programming is one of

these optimization methods. Linear programming model is

used to maximize the overall customer satisfaction (e.g.,

Chen and Ko 2009; Lai et al. 2007). Park and Kim (1998)

used integer programming to optimize product design in

the QFD. Chen and Weng (2006) used goal programming

to determine the fulfillment levels of the design require-

ments in the QFD. Delice and Güngör (2009) applied

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) to acquire the

optimized solution of alternative CRs. Chen and Ko (2010)

consider the close link between the four phases using the

means-end chain (MEC) concept to build up a set of fuzzy

linear programming models to determine the contribution

levels of each ‘‘how’’ for customer satisfaction.

Bhattacharya et al. (2010) present a concurrent engi-

neering approach integrating AHP with QFD in combina-

tion with cost factor measure (CFM), has been delineated

to rank and subsequently select candidate suppliers under

multiple, conflicting-in-nature criteria environment within

a value-chain framework. Raissi et al. (2012) prioritize

engineering characteristic in QFD using fuzzy common set

of weight. Lai et al. (2006) used LPP as an effective multi-

objective optimization method to optimize QFD. In this

paper, we extended Lai et al. (2006) approach using fuzzy

numbers instead of the crisp numbers to build HOQ. We

used HOQ with triangular fuzzy numbers to extract

mathematical model to deal with the fuzziness of the

problem to achieve the optimal values of the ECs under

different degrees of uncertainty.

Due to the high importance of the SCM, the aim of this

paper is to develop a useful approach by integrating fuzzy

AHP, fuzzy QFD (FQFD), and LPP to obtain the optimal

values of the ECs of the suppliers. Supplier development is

an important issue in the context of the SCM. Also, sup-

plier development is a multi-criterion decision-making

(MCDM) problem which includes both qualitative and

quantitative factors (e.g., Xia and Wu 2007; Chan and

Kumar 2007).

In this section literature review of QFD, fuzzy AHP,

LPP methods, applying LPP with QFD and fuzzy linear

programming are presented. In ‘‘Proposed methodology’’,

we present proposed methodology and illustrated it solving

a numerical example in ‘‘Numerical example’’. In ‘‘Dis-

cussion of results’’, the obtained results are discussed and,

finally in ‘‘Conclusions’’ the conclusion is presented.

Quality function deployment

Quality function deployment aims at identifying the cus-

tomers together with their demands for the product, which

are translated into product characteristics. QFD method-

ology has introduced twofold principles in product devel-

opment. First, the needs of the customer should be

carefully considered during the development process,

Secondly, the importance of the different product charac-

teristics should be analyzed and ranked (Bevilacqua et al.

2006).

Many researchers applied QFD to present a new product

or to improve product design, which is explained as

follows:

Fung et al. (2005) applied an asymmetric fuzzy linear

regression approach to estimate the functional relationships

for product planning based on QFD. Kahraman et al.

(2006) proposed a fuzzy optimization model based on

FQFD to determine the product engineering requirements

in designing a product. Soota et al. (2011) propose a

method to foster product development using combination

of QFD and ANP. Sener and Karsak (2011) combined

fuzzy linear regression and fuzzy multiple objective pro-

gramming for setting target levels in the QFD. Based on

the Kano’s category of design requirements, Chen and Ko

(2008) presented a fuzzy nonlinear model to determine the

performance level of each design requirements to maxi-

mize customer satisfaction. Raharjo et al. (2008) applied

AHP to overcome the priorities change over time in the

QFD. Sharma and Rawani (2008) develop a post-HoQ

model through a well-defined and structured approach to

comprehensive matrix and SWOT analysis. Raissi et al.

(2011) proposed a novel methodology using common set of

weight (CSW) method as a well-known technique in DEA

to aggregate each of the requirements expressed by cus-

tomers and comparisons among the product produced by

own company with competitive products.

In the supply chain field, researchers used QFD as an

effective decision-making tool, which is explained as

follows:

Bottani and Rizzi (2006) proposed a FQFD approach to

deploy HOQ to efficiently and effectively improve the

logistic process. Bottani (2009) presented an original

approach to show the applicability of the QFD methodol-

ogy to enhance agility of enterprises. Zarei et al. (2011)

studied QFD application to identify viable lean enabler for

increasing the leanness of food chain. Yousefi et al. (2011)

propose an original approach for the management tools

selection based on the quality function deployment

approach, a methodology that has been successfully

adopted in new products development.

Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP)

AHP is a decision support tool that can adequately represent

qualitative and subjective assessments under the multiple

criteria decision-making environment. AHP is strongly

connected to human judgment and pairwise comparisons in

AHP may cause bias in evaluator’s assessment which

makes the comparison judgment matrix inconsistent
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(Aydogan 2011). Because of this problem, using the fuzzy

set theory can solve evaluation bias problem in AHP.

Various application of the FAHP can be found for solving

MCDM problems. Kahraman et al. (2004) used FAHP to

compare catering firms. Chan and Kumar (2007) applied

FAHP for solving the global supplier selection problem.

Haghighi et al. (2010) applied FAHP to priority of factors

that impact electronic banking development in Iran. Rung

and Shing (2013) propose a two-stage fuzzy logarithmic

preference programming with multi-criteria decision mak-

ing, to derive the priorities of comparison matrices in the

analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and the analytic network

process (ANP).

Different methods in the FAHP were employed to extract

the weight of criteria base on pairwise comparison matrices.

Extent analysis method proposed by Chang (1992, 1996) is

a popular approach to determine the weight of criteria (e.g.,

Kahraman et al. 2004; Haghighi et al. 2010).

Geometric mean technique proposed by Buckley (1985)

also was used to define the fuzzy geometric mean and

fuzzy weights of each criterion (e.g., Chen et al. 2008;

Güngör et al. 2009). After constructing pairwise compari-

son matrices (eD) according to geometric mean technique

using Eq. (5) and (6), we can define the fuzzy weights of

each criterion as following:

eD ¼
1 ed12 � � � ed1n
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where edij ¼
traingular fuzzy number; i 6¼ j

1 i ¼ j

�

.

A fuzzy number ed on R to be a triangular fuzzy number

if its membership function l
ed

xð Þ : R ! 0; 1½ � can be

defined by the following equation:

l
ed

xð Þ ¼

x � dl

dm � dl
; dl � x� dm

dr � x

dr � dm
; dm � x� dr

0 otherwise

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

ð2Þ

Let ea and eb be two triangular fuzzy numbers parame-

terized by the triplet (a1, a2, a3) and (b1, b2, b2), respec-

tively, then the operational laws of these two triangular

fuzzy numbers are as follows:

ea � eb ¼ a1; a2; a3ð Þ � b1; b2; b3ð Þ
¼ a1 þ b1; a2 þ b2; a3 þ b3ð Þ ð3Þ

ea � eb ¼ a1; a2; a3ð Þ � b1; b2; b3ð Þ
ffi a1 	 b1; a2 	 b2; a3 	 b3ð Þ ð4Þ

erij ¼ edi1 � � � � � edij � � � � � edin

� �1
n ð5Þ

and the normalized weight of each criterion is obtained as

follows:

er 0ij ¼ erij � eri1 � � � � � erij � � � � � erin

� ��1 ð6Þ

In this paper, the normalized fuzzy weights are used to

construct fuzzy HOQ of the QFD.

Linear physical programming (LPP)

Linear physical programming is a multi-objective optimi-

zation method that develops an aggregate objective func-

tion of the criteria in a piecewise Archimedean goal-

programming fashion. The physical programming

approach in its nonlinear (general) form was developed by

Messac (1996) and in its piecewise linear form, LPP,

provides the means for DMs to express his/her priority with

respect to each criterion using four classes, i.e., the DM

declares each criterion as belonging to one of four distinct

classes. Class functions allowed the DMs to express the

ranges of differing levels of preference for each criterion.

A criterion falls into one of four classes of penalty func-

tions, hereby called class functions, defined as follows:

Class 1S smaller-is-better, i.e., minimization

Class 2S larger-is-better, i.e., maximization

Class 3S value-is-better

Class 4S range-is-better.

Linear physical programming has been used in several

diverse applications. Maria et al. (2003) used LPP in pro-

duction planning. Melachrinoudis et al. (2005) propose a

LPP model that enables a decision maker to consider

multiple criteria (i.e., cost, customer service and intangible

benefits) and to express criteria preferences not in a tradi-

tional form of weights, but in ranges of different degrees of

desirability.

Tian and Zuo (2006) proposed a multi-objective opti-

mization model using physical programming for redun-

dancy allocation for multi-state series–parallel systems.

Applying LPP with QFD

By applying LPP, the satisfaction level of each customer

requirement is classified into one of six different ranges

(ideal range, desirable range, tolerable range, undesirable

range, highly undesirable range, unacceptable range).

According to the proposed methodology by Lai et al.

(2006) each engineering characteristic usually needs cost

for improvement. Therefore, the last row of the HOQ is the

cost index for each engineering characteristic. Xj = (j = 1,

2, …, q) is defined as the value of the engineering char-

acteristic j. The normalized value of engineering charac-

teristic j is defined as:
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xj ¼ Xj=maxfXjg and 0� xj � 1 ð7Þ

Proposed algorithm by Messac et al. (1996) to obtain the

weights of the different ranges is as follows:

The value of a class function zi at the intersection of

given ranges is the same for any customer requirement. zi

(i = 1, 2, …, p) is loss function defined in LPP, and can be

viewed as a loss of customer satisfaction. zs is defined as

the value of class function at range intersection s. It can be

expressed mathematically as:

zs 
 ziðtisÞ ð8Þ

tis is the limit of different ranges, and s denotes a range. zs

is a constant for all i and ezs and is defined as:

ezs 
 zs � zs�1 2� s� 5ð Þ ð9Þ

z1 
 0 ð10Þ

According to the LPP method, we can define ezs as:

ezs ¼ b p � 1ð Þezs�1 3� s� 5ð Þ ð11Þ

where p donates the number of customer requirements and

b is the convexity parameter. etis is defined as:

etis ¼ tiðs�1Þ � tis 2� s� 5ð Þ ð12Þ

The importance weight of each customer satisfaction

level is given by:

wis ¼ ezs�

etis
2� s� 5ð Þ ð13Þ

wi1 ¼ 0 ð14Þ

The importance weight of each range for every customer

requirement can be calculated as:

ewis ¼ wis � wiðs�1Þ 2� s� 5ð Þ ð15Þ

And finally by solving the following proposed mathe-

matical model by Lai et al. (2006), the optimal achieve-

ment level of the each EC allocated budget to each EC and

CRs satisfaction level can be determined.

min
d�

is
;x

X

p

i¼1

X

5

s¼2

ðewisd
�
is Þ ð16Þ

Subject to:

X

q

j¼1

rijxj þ d�
is � ti s�1ð Þ i ¼ 1; . . .; p s ¼ 2; . . .; 5 ð17Þ

X

q

j¼1

cjxj �B ð18Þ

d�
is � 0 i ¼ 1; . . .; p s ¼ 2; . . .; 5 ð19Þ

0� xj � 1 J ¼ 1; . . .; q ð20Þ

The deviational variable, denoted by dis
- can be viewed

as the distance from the value of the performance rating of

customer requirement i under consideration to ti s�1ð Þ,

starting from the left-hand side. Cj is the cost of unit

improvement of the engineering characteristic, and B is the

cost limit for the improvement of all the engineering

characteristics.

Fuzzy linear programming

Linear programming (LP) is the optimization technique

most frequently applied in real-world problems. Any linear

programming model representing real-world situations

involves a lot of parameters whose values are assigned by

experts, therefore some of these parameters or whole of

them can be fuzzy. In this paper, for solving the fuzzy

mathematical model we use Jiménez’s approach. Accord-

ing to Jiménez (1996), the expected interval (EI) of trian-

gular fuzzy number ed can be defined as follows:

EI ed
� �

¼ Ed
1 ;E

d
2

� 	

¼ 1

2
dl þ dm
� �

;
1

2
dm þ drð Þ


 �

ð21Þ

Moreover, according to the ranking method of Jiménez

(1996), for any pair of fuzzy numbers ea and eb, the degree

in which ea is bigger than eb is defined as follows:

lM ea;eb
� �

¼

0 if Ea
2 �Eb

1\0

Ea
2 �Eb

1

Ea
2 �Eb

1 � Ea
1 �Eb

2

� � if 0 2 Ea
1 �Eb

2;E
a
2 �Eb

1

� 	

1 if Ea
1 �Eb

2 [0

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

ð22Þ

When lM ea; eb
� �

it will demonstrate that ea is bigger than,

or equal, to eb at least in a degree a, and it will be represented

by ea � a
eb for two types of the constraints following as:

eaix� ebi i ¼ 1; . . .;m ð23Þ

eaix� ebi i ¼ m þ 1; . . .; t ð24Þ

According to the Jiménez et al. (2007), a decision vector

x 2 <n is feasible in degree a if mini¼1;...;m ¼
lM eaix; bið Þf g ¼ a According to the equation (20), the

equation eaix� bi is equivalent to the following:

Eaix
2 � Ebi

1

Eaix
2 � Eaix

1 þ Ebi

2 � Ebi

1

� a i ¼ 1; . . .;m ð25Þ

So equation can be rewritten as follows:

1 � að ÞEai

2 þ aEai

1

� 	

x� aEbi

2 þ 1 � að ÞEbi

1 i ¼ 1; . . .;m

ð26Þ

We can do this for eaix� bi, so this equation is equiva-

lent to the following:
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aEai

2 þ ð1 � aÞEai

1

� 	

x� aEbi

1 þ 1 � að ÞEbi

2

i ¼ m þ 1; . . .; t
ð27Þ

In this paper, Jiménez’s approach is used to solve

mathematical model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: ‘‘Proposed

methodology’’ presents the literature review of QFD, AHP,

LPP and applying LPP with QFD. ‘‘Numerical example’’

presents the proposed methodology. In ‘‘Discussion of

results’’, the proposed methodology is illustrated by solving

a numerical example, and finally in ‘‘Conclusions’’ conclu-

sions is presented.

Proposed methodology

Because of the ambiguity and fuzziness of the real-world

problems crisp number cannot deal with the problem

carefully. We extended Lai et al. (2006) proposed meth-

odology by combining FAHP method to construct HOQ

with the fuzzy numbers. Triangular fuzzy number in

Table 1 is used for weighting the ECs with respect to the

each CR. Therefore, Eq. (17) is converted to the following

equation:

X

q

j¼1

er 0ijxj þ d�
is � ti s�1ð Þi ¼ 1; . . .; ps ¼ 2; . . .; 5 ð28Þ

er 0ij is triangular fuzzy number, which is obtained by

geometric mean method based on the pairwise comparison

according to FAHP. We use Jiménez’s approach to solve

the mathematical model. In Fig. 1, stepwise procedure of

the proposed methodology is shown.

Numerical example

We illustrate our proposed methodology step by step by

solving an example of supplier development.

Step 1: Information about company requirements and

characteristics of the suppliers to satisfy these requirements

are collected. Important CRs and ECs are shown in

Table 2.

Step 2: Pairwise comparison matrices based on the

FAHP method between ECs with respect to the each of the

CRs are constructed. For example, the relationship between

the engineering characteristics with respect to the cost is

shown in Table 3. Similarly, other pairwise comparison

matrices can be obtained.

Step 3: Fuzzy relationships of each CR with respect to

ECs using Eq. (3)–(6) according to the geometric mean

method is determined. For example, the fuzzy relationships

between the first requirement and ECs are determined as

follows:

er11 ¼ ðed11 � ed12 � ed13 � ed14 � ed15Þ1=5

er11 ¼ 1 	 1 	 � � � 	 2=3ð Þ1=5; 1 	 1 	 � � � 	 1ð Þ1=5;
�

1 	 1 	 � � � 	 3=2ð Þ1=5
�

¼ ð0:922; 1:149; 1:413Þ

Similarly, we can compute remaining erij, they are as

follows:

er12 ¼ 0:708; 0:871; 1:084ð Þ
er13 ¼ 0:979; 1:149; 1:33ð Þ
er14 ¼ ð0:653; 0:871; 1:176Þ

er15 ¼ ð0:784; 0:871; 1:275Þ

We normalized the calculated weights as follows:

er 011 ¼ er11 � er11 � er12 � er13 � er14 � er15ð Þ�1

er 011 ¼ 0:922; 1:149; 1:413ð Þ � ð 0:922; 1:149; 1:413ð Þ
� � � � � 0:784; 0:871; 1:275ÞÞ�1

¼ð0:1; 0:15; :23Þ

The remaining er 0ij, they are as follows:

er 012 ¼ 0:1; 0:15; 0:23ð Þ; er 013 ¼ 0:15; 0:21; 0:28ð Þ;
er 014 ¼ 0:09; 0:15; 0:23ð Þ; er 015 ¼ ð0:11; 0:16; 0:29Þ

Step 4: Fuzzy HOQ of QFD is constructed by fuzzy

relationships. Table 4 shows the fuzzy HOQ which is built

by applying FAHP.

Step 5: Table 5 shows the class function of the CRs and

the limit of different ranges of CRs.

Step 6: After determining the limit of different ranges, the

weight of the each range of the CRs according to the Messac

et al. (1996) b ¼ 1:1 and z2 ¼ 0:1 ðsmall positive numberÞ
is calculated by applying Eq. (8)–(15).

The weights of the different ranges of the cost are as

following:

ew12 ¼ 0:001; ew13 ¼ 1:587; ew14 ¼ 11:499;
ew15 ¼ 16:262

The weights of the other customer requirement can be

defined similarly.

Table 1 Triangular fuzzy conversion scale

Linguistic

scale

Triangular fuzzy

scale

Triangular fuzzy reciprocal

scale

Equal (1,1,1) (1,1,1)

Weak (2/3,1,3/2) (2/3,1,3/2)

Fairly strong (3/2,2,5/2) (2/5,1/2,2/3)

Very strong (5/2,3,7/2) (2/7,1/3,2/5)

Absolute (7/2,4,9/2) (2/9,1/4,2/7)
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Step 7: By using Eq. (16)–(20), we extract the mathe-

matical model of the problem. We exchange the Eq. 17

with Eq. 29 in our model. Now, we have a model with

fuzzy constraints.

Step 8: By applying the Eq. (27)–(28), the fuzzy model

is exchanged to the LP model. We solved the model with

different degrees of uncertainty. Tables 6 and 7 show the

optimal achievement levels of the ECs and CRs under

different degrees of uncertainty which are obtained by

solving the model.

Fig1. Stepwise procedure.

Constructing pair-wise comparison matrices based on the FAHP

method between ECs with respect to the each of the requirement of each level

Determining the fuzzy relationships between of each CR with respect to ECs by using equations (5)-(6)

Building fuzzy HOQ of QFD by obtained fuzzy relationships between CRs and ECs 

Defining the class function of the CRs and the limit of different ranges of

CRs according to the LPP method

Calculating the weight of the each rang of the CRs by using equations (8)-(15)

Extract the mathematical model for optimizing QFD with LPP method

Solving fuzzy mathematical model under different degree of uncertainty

Extract the optimal achievement level of the ECs and satisfaction level of CRs under different degree of 
uncertainty

Collecting information of the different level of SCM to determine requirements and engineering 
characteristics (ECs) of each level

Fig. 1 Stepwise procedure

Table 2 Important CRs and ECs

Customer

requirements

Engineering characteristics

Cost EF = experience of the sector

Conformity IN = capacity for innovation to follow up the

customer’s evolution in terms of changes in its

strategy and market

Punctuality SQ = quality system certification

Efficacy FL = flexibility of response to the customer’s

requests

Lead time RR = ability to manage orders online (EDI

system)

Table 3 Pairwise comparison matrix between the engineering

characteristics with respect to the cost

Cost EF IN SQ FL RR

EF (1 1 1) (1 1 1) (3/2 2 5/2) (2/3 1 3/2) (2/3 1 3/2)

IN (1 1 1) (1 1 1) (2/5 � 2/3) (1 1 1) (2/3 1 3/2)

SQ (2/5 � 2/3) (3/2 2 5/2) (1 1 1) (3/2 2 5/2) (1 1 1)

FL (2/3 1 3/2) (1 1 1) (2/5 � 2/3) (1 1 1) (2/3 1 3/2)

RR (2/3 1 3/2) (2/3 1 3/2) (1 1 1) (2/3 1 3/2) (1 1 1)
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Discussion of results

The obtained results of this numerical example in Table 6

show that in engineering characteristics, x3 and x4 which

demonstrate, respectively, quality system certification and

flexibility of response to the customer’s requests have not

been fully achieved in some degree of uncertainty, while

the other three characters have been obtained completely in

all calculated degree of uncertainty.

The results of Table 7 indicate that the satisfaction

level of CR4 is rather higher than the other four

requirements; therefore in this example, efficacy is more

important than cost, conformity, punctuality, and lead

time. Unlike the existing literature, this method inte-

grates three different concepts such as AHP, QFD, and

LLP to achieve the optimal values of the ECs and CRs

under different degrees of uncertainty. Therefore, with

respect to the company’s strategy, managers can use the

results of proposed method to improve and develop

engineering characteristics of suppliers to meet their

requirements.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a simple and useful meth-

odology by integrating AHP, QFD, and LPP for supplier

development problems under uncertainty conditions. We

used fuzzy AHP to determine the relationships between

customer’s requirements and engineering characteristics

for building the relation matrix in the QFD method.

Then, applying LPP, we formulated the mathematical

model to optimize QFD. Proposed methodology helps

decision makers to deal with the vagueness and impre-

cise involved in the real problems. In addition, it helps

them to maximize overall customer satisfaction in sup-

plier development. In addition, the proposed methodol-

ogy can be used in the product design, product

development, process development, and other decision-

making problems.

For the future work, we suggest to consider the cor-

relation between engineering characteristics to increase

the reliability of the obtained solutions or use the other

type of fuzzy programming to obtain optimal achievement

Table 4 Fuzzy HOQ of the QFD

EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5

CR1 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.15 0.21 0.28 0.09 0.15 0.23 0.11 0.16 0.29

CR2 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.11 0.16 0.23 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.11 0.15 0.24 0.12 0.18 0.26

CR3 0.12 0.19 0.30 0.11 0.17 0.25 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.14 0.21 0.31 0.09 0.14 0.21

CR4 0.13 0.19 0.27 0.11 0.17 0.27 0.12 0.16 0.21 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.21 0.31

CR5 0.12 0.17 0.26 0.12 0.20 0.32 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.14 0.19 0.26 0.09 0.14 0.21

Table 5 Class function of the CRs and the limit of different ranges

of CRs

Customer

requirements

Class

function

The limit of different ranges of

CRs according to the LPP

method

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Cost 1S 0.14 0.36 0.57 0.71 1

Conformity 2S 1 0.89 0.74 0.47 0.32

Punctuality 2S 1 0.7 0.55 0.3 0.1

Efficacy 2S 1 0.75 0.65 0.5 0.2

Lead time 1S 0 0.29 0.57 0.86 1

Table 6 Optimal achievement levels of the ECs under different

values of a

a Optimal achievement levels of the ECs under different values

of a

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

0.5 1 1 1 0 1

0.6 1 1 1 0.02 1

0.7 1 1 1 0.17 1

0.8 1 1 0.7 0.44 1

0.9 1 1 0.69 0.29 1

1 1 1 0.69 0.16 1

Table 7 Optimal achievement levels of the CRs under different

values of a

a Satisfaction levels of the CRs under different values of a

CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4 CR5

0.5 2.17 2.07 2.03 2.29 2.05

0.6 2.18 2.08 2.04 2.29 2.06

0.7 2.25 2.16 2.14 2.35 2.15

0.8 2.18 2.13 2.18 2.3 2.18

0.9 2.11 2.06 2.07 2.24 2.09

1 2.05 1.99 1.99 2.19 2.01
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level of engineering characteristics and customer satis-

faction level.
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